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Caves in Colín-Cuevas Ranch
The western lava flow contains the remains of the major Master Tube that fed most of the

flow, together with several minor anastomosing tubes originated mostly from overflows of the
master tube. The caves in this flow are grouped depending on their location into the uppermost
caves, around the Colín-Cuevas Ranch, and the lower Chimalacatepec system. Exploration of
the Colín-Cuevas ranch is barely beginning, due to its difficult access through a long unpaved
road, and only some of the known caves are here described.

Cueva Grande de Colín-Cuevas. This is the collapsed remains of a large lava tube. The
walls on the entrance collapse show more than 10 superposed flow units. Upflow the cave soon
ends in a breakdown blockage, while the downflow segment is split into two levels, the lower
of which soon ends in breakdown. The upper of the two levels contains several rafted balls and
evidence of being refilled by lava backing up from the lower tube, and is also soon finished by
a lava ball blockage The large dimensions of this cave and the fact that it contains superposed
levels might indicate that it is part of a master tube, but its relative isolation prevents any further
speculation on its origin (Figure 30).

Tiro Perdido, Covachita and Florencia Caves. This group of caves represent two short sections
of the Master Tube (Cuevas de Tiro Perdido and the main passage in Covachita), and a series of
smaller anastomosing tubes originated on overflows from the Master Tube (Cuevas de Florencia
and the side passages in Covachita). A surface collapse without access to any cave is also nearby
(Cueva Arbol Rojo). Their relationship can be seen on Figure 31.

Figure 30: Cueva Grande de Colín-Cuevas

Figure 31: Relationship of major caves in Colín-Cuevas ranch
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